In Sweet 18 jealousy is portrayed through the quote 'Who could wish to make away such innocence? such perfection?' This quote helps to show that the persona may be jealous of the subject for his innocence and perfection, which helps to support the fact that the persona is jealous.

In Sweet 18 jealousy is also portrayed through the quotation 'it stands to reason I must want you to stay like this' we can infer a sense of jealousy here as the persona wants the persona to stay the same, this indicates how she might be jealous so much that she wants the subject to stay the same and never change.

In Romeo and Juliet jealousy is portrayed in the scene when Juliet is having a conversation with her mother about Paris and it comes across that her mother is jealous of the youth her daughter has and misses the times when she was younger and wishes to relive her youth. We can see this from the quote 'This precious book of love, this unbound lover, To beautify him only lacks a cover.' This quote helps to sense some jealousy, it seems her mum is missing her youth as she seems to go on about Paris's looks and it shows almost a sense of desperation for her to get her life back.

The comparisons of Juliet and her jealousy compared to Sweet 18 are that jealousy is portrayed in the quote 'Who could wish to make away such innocence? such perfection?' This quote helps to indicate the jealousy the persona feels toward the subject as she is constantly referencing him to positive things which may show a sign of desperation and jealousy that she keeps mentioning him. In Romeo and Juliet jealousy can be seen from the quote 'This precious book of love, this unbound lover, To beautify him only lacks a cover.' this helps to indicate that Juliet's mother is jealous perhaps of her daughters youth and beauty and she wishes she could be young again.

SECTION 3 [ LOVE/ROMANCE/PASSION]:

In Sweet 18 and Romeo and Juliet romance is portrayed through the two main characters in each play and poem. Juliet professes her love towards Romeo whereas in Sweet 18 it is focused on more lust than love.'

The comparisons of Romeo and Juliet Juliet and romance compared to Sweet 18 are:

- In Sweet 18 romance is portrayed through the quotation 'I'd let my tongue learn each taste and texture: the warm flesh juices and the eyes' salt; the mind's crisp freshness: I would leave nothing.' this quote helps to illustrate a sense of romance/passion or sexuality. The part where it mentions tastes and textures gives a sexual tension